INTERCOMPLEX TRANSFER APPLICATION

Name ______________________________________ Apt. __________________________
netID ______________________________________ Phone _________________________

Please select from the following:

1) ☐ I am requesting a transfer to/within Cripe Street Apartments (married without children.)
   ☐ Any apartment in this complex
   ☐ Requesting apartment 1st floor, 2nd floor ________________________________
   ☐ Other criteria (specific apt #, facing west, etc.)__________________________

2) ☐ I am requesting a transfer to/within University Village
   Please select one:
   ☐ Bldg A/B (married without children)
   ☐ Bldg C-M (with children)
   ☐ Any apartment in this complex
   ☐ Floor choice – please rank in order of preference
     1. Basement ______
     2. 2nd Floor ______
     3. 3rd Floor ______
   ☐ Other criteria (specific apt #, facing west, etc.)__________________________

3) Other notes __________________________________________________________________

The Office of Housing will attempt to meet preferences noted above. This may not be possible in all cases.

NOTE: Nathan will be in contact with you regarding your preferences and move to another apartment. If you are changing from Cripe Street to University Village due to pregnancy, proof of pregnancy must be submitted to The Office of Housing.